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Amid the enormous collection of Beethoven-inspired lyric in the Beethoven-Haus archives of Bonn stands a thick folder overflowing with poems "on single sheets," in other words never published. Hand-written or carefully typed, these verses were submitted by their authors themselves, often after visits to the Geburtshausmuseum. Such amateur but heartfelt works remind us that the majority of artistic responses to Beethoven come from men and women whose names remain unfamiliar to the world of high letters; they might reveal more about how his music and life-story move general hsteners than all "expert" disputations. Above ah the collection symbolizes a compulsion widely felt by persons who encounter this composer, his music, or simply memorabilia and places associated with him: Beethoven lovers tend to react to his art in active, often creative fashions, not passively. Such is the intense, ongoing influence that he and his works have on Western and even world cultures, both inside and outside musical life.
The history of Beethoven's impact on the Western music tradition, discussed in this volume by Margaret Notley and Scott Burnham, contains myriad examples of his incomparable effect on nineteenth-and twentieth-century musicians. Here we will explore how his life and music also motivate endeavors in non-musical areas, including literature, the visual arts, philosophy, politics, even religion. Beethoven has been idolized by persons of all walks of life, and many nationalities, as a "role model" or an "educator." His triumphs over deafness and loneliness fixed his reputation as a paradigm of the "artist." Inspired by this heroic image and the elan of his most popular works, musicians, writers, visual artists, politicians, and a host of others have attempted to imitate aspects of his personality, and convince others to do likewise. That Beethoven's was a complex character partly explains the diversity of ways listeners set him into their cultural and ideological horizons, Combing through records of his inconsistent, even volatile nature, interpreters have found evidence to support associating the composer and his music with almost every modern current of thought and behavior. The goal of this chapter is not to critique the manner in which listeners under- [292] stand Beethoven: whether it is Beethoven's "actual" person and music or legends about them that affect how individuals write, design, philosophize, govern, or worship is not the point. But while reviewing productive responses triggered by his music, it is important to keep in mind the difference between Beethoven the hero and "Beethoven Hero."'
Early literary reactions to Beethoven included critiques of his compositions -and person -as "complicated," even "bizarre": Mozartian detractors warned that his "new style" had the potential to ignite a blaze that could consume all music rules. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, however, the mere mention of Beethoven's name aroused notions of "genius" among the avant garde of musical taste.^ Reasons for this revision of the critical framework, which transformed judgment of Beethoven as a Great Man into an "article of superstition," remain the subject of debate.^ Some propose a broad explanation linking contemporary revolutions in science, society, and politics to new ways of listening which rendered "modern" audience members more amenable to
Beethoven's turbulent manipulation of musical forms.''
Within the broad strokes of this framework, a peculiar sort of individual is commonly identified as having first practiced the "modern" way of listening and provoked others to idealize above all the "rush" of , an epic about an artist whose youth was directly based on the composer's, especially in the sense of obstacles overcome. . Burgess's abstract approach notwithstanding, popularizing and explaining Beethoven are the motives behind most literary references.
Thomas Mann incorporated into
Nowhere is this tendency stronger than in the array of plays and films por- Unruly hair, tensed brow, frowning mouth, gaze directed elsewhere; some of these traits have become visual cliches used to portray and imitate "modern artists" as a whole." After Beethoven's death, his image underwent the worst forms of Biedermeier trivialization, the most widely distributed were pictures of"Beethoven by the Brook," ostensibly composing his Sixth Symphony.'* But it was in mid-century that attempts to capture his "titanic" presence in stone, bronze, and paint began in earnest.
Fulfilling Robert Schumann's call for a "Monument for Beethoven" and at Reception history studies the ways musical ideas interact with human experience and aspiration; via interpretations and reinterpretations by listeners. Most important is that this dialectic takes place mainly after the composer's work is done, as compositions are performed through time and people engage with them more closely. It is worthwhile to consider the meanings that Beethoven and his works obtain once performed, for it is these that impact mentalities and societies, inspiring men and women to craft poems, write novels, sculpt monuments, paint friezes, order concepts, make political decisions, go into battle, worship, and embrace. 
